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W
hen asked to identify the technology center of Indiana,

Vincennes is not likely the first place that comes to mind.

Look a little closer, however, and you will find

Advanced Microelectronics, Inc. (AME), an employee-

owned technology services company that has a strong

presence throughout Indiana and beyond. Some of

the biggest fans of AME are at Vincennes University

(VU), which has been able to expand its electronics

department offerings and help provide the employees for the various AME locations.

Partnerships between business and higher education are easy to extol, but sometimes difficult

to implement. AME and VU enjoy a mutually beneficial relationship.

“There is a real need for people with two-year degrees in our industry,” says Mark Gerkin,

president of AME, which enlisted the university as

its first client when the business was founded in

1985. “Probably 35% to 40% of our people are VU

graduates. They draw people from all over the state,

and we’re able to place many of them in our offices

where they can be close to home.”

Those graduates are ready to step into the

working world through university preparation that

comes with an assist from the company.

“AME does an awful lot for us,” notes Dean

Ackerman, chairman of the university’s electronics

department. “They help identify strengths and weaknesses

in our curriculum. They receive feedback from clients,

which closes that loop for us in trying to improve

how we teach or what we teach.”

Equipment donations from AME, instructor

participation in company workshops, an open door

for questions and technical advice and ongoing

advisory committee involvement

are a few of the additional ways

the university benefits.

“I’d hate to see a bill from

AME if they charged us for

their time,” Ackerman says.

Meeting company needs
AME enjoyed one of its

stronger years in 2002 (revenue

growth of approximately 12%)

based on offering a wide variety

of services and tailoring its

solutions to meet customer needs.

The company does everything

from desktop support and warranty
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Service, Support and More
Vincennes’ AME Offers Technology Solutions

By Tom Schuman

Vincennes University students

are gaining the knowledge and

hands-on experience necessary to

move directly into information

technology service positions.

AME President Mark Gerkin and

marketing director Amy Lyle-Bousley

are among the team working to

identify and meet customer needs.
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repairs to offering a Technology Procurement

Solution – an in-depth approach to

management of a company’s information

technology assets.

“Our business has changed dramatically

in the last five years,” Gerkin explains.

“We went from service only to selling

products to now where we rarely bundle

products with services. We don’t have

any one thing we have to sell to customers.

We find out what their pains are and try

to solve them.”

In today’s world, network and security

audits are popular. Office automation,

changing manual operations so that they

are more effective and cost efficient,

remains a priority for many companies. 

Meeting those needs requires an

agile operation. Accounting, management

and inventory are centralized at the corporate

headquarters. Statewide offices provide local sales and support,

with AME personnel working on-site for a large number of clients.

“Most companies have people try to do project work and

handle the day-to-day side of the information technology. If

you do that, one of them will suffer,” Gerkin

advises. “We go into a medium-size client,

evaluate their current state, learn their

desired state and figure out how to get them

there. It may take three or four solutions, or

it may take just one.”

Unique approach
The solution for Good Samaritan Hospital

in Vincennes was AME’s total procurement

program. An organization that had more

than 500 personal computers (now in excess

of 1,000) in varying degrees of reliability

and cost efficiency was looking for stability

in services and expenses.

“I was absolutely dead set against it,”

reports Chuck Christian, chief information

officer for the hospital, “because I’m an IT

guy and I wanted to do everything myself.

But we were going to need at least two full-time

equivalent people, plus we didn’t have a

good hand on asset management.”

The answer: AME purchased the hospital’s

IT assets and leased them back to the

organization. It established a comprehensive

upgrade/replacement program for all computers.

The hospital no longer had to worry about

installation of new units, disposal of old ones,

on-site maintenance and overall management

of the assets.

The leasing and service

agreements are separate, providing

flexibility for the hospital. The

benefits are numerous.

“From an accounting

perspective, we came up with

a good way to have a predictable

expense. It frees up my staff to

spend time on things that I was

outsourcing earlier,” Christian

points out. “We’re constantly

looking at equipment and getting

the highest level of technology

for our dollars.”

A potentially major crisis with

hard drives going bad on computers

was averted when AME was able

to identify the problem and

work with the manufacturer to

replace hundreds of other hard

drives before any data was lost. Christian appreciates that type

of proactive approach.

The original on-site help desk, manned by a hospital

employee, was moved to AME’s support system. The goal now

Network engineer Scott Houpey

performs some in-house repairs.
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is for 80% of calls to be taken care of without having to dispatch

a technician. An in-depth quarterly review is also part of the

continuous improvement process.

“There’s always that apprehension about losing control,

but what we have is built on trust,” Christian summarizes.

“Our relationship is not bound together by a piece of paper. If

we weren’t satisfied; if we weren’t happy with it, we wouldn’t

be looking at renewing for another three years.”

AME has a number of health care, university and

manufacturing clients, along with every Indiana State Police

post and a number of other state agencies. A common refrain,

Gerkin says, resembles this statement from a representative

of Cummins: “Our focus is on building engines, not repairing computers.”

Power of the people
The employee-owners of the company are required to bring a variety of skills to the job. People

gain shares in the business through their employment, with incentive-based pay plans based on

performance, not products sold.

“That really helps us (attract) people who are after careers,” Gerkin asserts. “Our people need

the technical expertise and the hands-on experience, which they get at Vincennes (and other colleges

and universities). But we look almost as much at a person’s personality. Our frontline people are

the ones dealing with our customers. They

have to be able to communicate and have a

little bit of business savvy.”

Technicians use web-based applications

out in the field, requiring them to be as self-

sufficient and flexible as possible in meeting

customer needs.

“What we’re selling really is labor – people.

The key for us is to make them the most efficient

they can be,” Gerkin adds. “They have to be

pretty well rounded. People who perform well

on desktop support form a feeder pool into

the networking side.”

Competition varies by location, according

to Gerkin. There are major national players

like IBM Global and Compaq, regional entries

similar to AME and local operations. AME

started in Vincennes, moved within the city to several different locations and now occupies three

buildings in a country setting. Its base, however, is in the offices and facilities across the state

where approximately 100 of its 130 employees do their work.

“Most students who come here don’t know AME, but businesses know who AME is,” VU’s

Ackerman claims. “Their philosophy and attitude are to support the community. What they’re

doing is a community service.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Advanced Microelectronics at (812) 726-2032 or www.advancedmicro.com

Vincennes University electronics department at (812) 888-4193

Good Samaritan Hospital at (812) 885-3336

Vincennes’ Good Samaritan

Hospital has benefited from

AME’s Technology Procurement

Solution.

Laptop computers help AME’s Bret Grimes, Brent

Williams and Steve Webb coordinate service activities.


